New Presentations With LongLiner®
Over the past couple of years creative anglers have come up with a couple of techniques using
LongLiner that give them presentations that have been difficult in the past. The two approaches use
relatively the same rigging for two different situations.
The new rigging is to attach a large float attachment to the weight hanger hole on LongLiner. This is
done with a clipped swivel, a short piece of heavy leader, two beads and a crimp or knot. To make
the float attachment, tie the short piece of monofilament to a clipped swivel, run the line through the
first bead and then the large float, slip the second bead down the line to the float, snug up and then a
crimp. Clip the excess line. Now attach the clip to the weight hole on LongLiner.

LongLiner will now move through the water inverted, which has no effect on it's function. Two
presentation techniques now possible, the first to allows shallow plug trolling or backtrolling in
shallow tailouts, and the second application is using this rigging as a highly effective center (stern)
planer placing a bait behind a typical boat spread at varied depths. Unlike other planers of this type,
LongLiner's patented release allows it to slide down the line when a fish is hooked in both
applications, making playing and landing the fish easy.
Fishing tailouts can be highly effective especially during the extremes of the day. Fish often stage in
shallow water in the tail out of a river in low light conditions. When LongLiner is rigged with a float,
the distance between a plug and the LongLiner/Float rig can easily be varied, giving the angler control
over the depth the plug will dive. This allows a highly effective plug presentation. For those who can
fish at night, place a small illumination stick on the top of the float.
A central planer gives an additional presentation behind the boat, pier, or point. Whether using a
diving plug, a spinner, or a Sure Spin. Rigged as a center planer, LongLiner allows the varied leader
lengths it's known for giving presentations down stream of the angler as well as control on depth
behind LongLiner/Float.
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